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Red Hot Chilli Peppers Market 
 
The market is as hot as it can get these days. We thought it had already heated up a lot in 
October, but November started just as hot and there are no signs of it cooling down any 
time soon. Cargo volumes seem to be remaining healthy and the supply side regarding ships 
remains short as well. In the current market, no liner companies are redelivering ships ear-
ly; they instead want to find use for any ship that is on charter at a lower rate than previ-
ously. Remember that, for most pools or larger fleets, only a couple of ships have managed 
to catch this current market so far, and overall fleet earnings for owners are well below the 
USD 22,000 currently being paid for old Baby Panamax type ships. But the longer the mar-
ket stays up, the more ships will manage to catch the current market. 
 
We are now starting to believe that even if things flatten out in November or December, 
charter and freight rates will stay strong throughout the winter. We do not have the issue of 
price contango, which involves spot oil prices trading below future oil prices. This resulted 
in huge oil stocking earlier this year. That was more of a short term issue. The demand that 
now exists for consumer and finished products, which are primarily shipped in containers, 
is more fundamentally driven and not a short term phenomenon. As quickly as the tanker 
boom came earlier this year, it was just as quickly gone, and oil tanker rates are now down 
to bottom levels. We do not expect this to happen as quickly in the container market. Of 
course the first and second quarters next year are not without risks and of course the mar-
ket is unnaturally hot at the moment, but we cannot see it dropping massively in the near 
future (fingers crossed). 
 
Charter rates have moved up faster than sales prices. The cash flow from current charters 
and the periods one can fix often give better returns than selling. At the same time, in this 
market everything can now make money and if you want to sell, now is also a good time. Do 
not sell after the peak. Not in container shipping, where liquidity in the sale and purchase 
markets quickly dies down when the momentum changes. We have not yet seen a substan-
tial price increase in the value of ships of 2500 TEU and smaller. Sellers have started to in-
crease their price ranges, but for the 15-20 year old small feeder ships, the group of buyers 
is small, often with lower budgets and hence there are few takers willing to come up to the 
prices that the charter market would justify. We have put up our valuations, which at this 
stage are more justified regarding the income potential for ships of 2500 TEU and smaller 
than was previously the case. The 43% jump in prices for older 4250 TEUs is fully justified 
and possibly not yet the peak. We currently expect prices to increase further in November. 
 
Today stock market jumped by the news that a vaccine against COVID-19 is just around the 
corner. But do not let us to be fooled, as one expect recently pointed out, if we give this vac-
cine to 100,000 Germans every day, it will take 800 days, i.e. abt. 2.5 years. COVID-19 and 
its consequences will not disappear overnight. 
 
Otherwise, what a drama the US elections were and still are. It seems Trump will not give 
up and lets his lawyers do the job now. This drama might be with us for some more weeks. 
Nevertheless, we hope that this is over soon, so that US consumers can get ready for Black 
Friday and Christmas and this year make not only Jeff Bezos rich, but also container ship 
owners and liner companies. The latter two really deserve this after so many dreadful years. 
Enjoy. 

 
Kind regards, 
TOEPFER TRANSPORT 
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 Container Freight Index 

New Contex
Sep-20 Oct-20  +/- Oct-19

comprehensive 457 545 19,26% 440
1100 TEU GRD - 6 MOS TC $6.179 $6.773 9,61% $6.286
1700 TEU GRD - 6 MOS TC $8.217 $9.582 16,61% $8.650
3500 TEU GL - 12 MOS TC $12.400 $15.260 23,06% $11.254

Selected Sales
2nd-hand vsl TEU DWT built price (in mill US$) buyer comment
Ceres & Carat 2 x 877 12.254 & 12.356 2010 & 2009 $4,45 & $3,95 mio. Langh Ship AB

CFS Paceno 1.118 13.803 10/2008 $2,45 Pacific & Atlantic

King Crimson & Moonchild 2 x 1.706 24.150 & 24.090 2007 & 2008 $4,1mio each Leonhardt & Blumberg old/Bank sale

Panama Trader 1.750 23.200 08/2020 Koto Kaiun BBHP deal

Bomar Hermes 2.490 34.365 03/2006 $6,0 MSC

JPO Scorpius 2.572 34.495 01/2007 $5,0 Costamare old sale

Natal 3.398 44.233 11/2007 $9.15 Meratus

Baltic East 4.738 64.989 05/2005 $10,0 MSC SS/DD due

ER Yokohama & ERVancouver 2 x 7.849 93.659 & 93.638 2 x 2004 $22,0 mio each MSC
ER Tianping & ER Tianshan & 
ER Tokyo & ER Texas

3 x 8.533 &
1 x 8.465

101.491 & 101.532 &
100.680 & 100.680

4 x 2006 $28,5 - 29,0 mio each MSC

Newbuildings
Buyer TEU GRD/GL delivery price (in mill US$) yard comment

Nissen Kaiun 5+5 x 3.500 GL 2022-23 $ 39.60 New Yangzijiang for l/t TC to Maersk

Delphis 2+2+2 x 5.400 GL 2022-23 abt. $ 48 Qingdao Yangfan LOI stage

OOCL 5 + 2 x 23.000 GL 2023-24 $157.0 mio each Nacks & Dacks

Fleet Development - Deliveries and Demolitions
(in no. vessel) scrapped

Sep-20 Oct-20  +/- % of fleet Oct-20 ytd Oct-20

total fleet 5.334 5.338 0,1% 5,5% 293 91 5
- 999 TEU 944 940 -0,4% 0,7% 7 13 0
1000 - 1999 TEU 1.312 1.308 -0,3% 7,6% 99 44 5
2000 - 2999 TEU 690 695 0,7% 11,7% 81 7 0

3000 - 5099 TEU 878 878 0,0% 1,3% 11 9 0
5100 - 7499 TEU 436 437 0,2% 0,2% 1 16 0
7500 - 14999 TEU 905 909 0,4% 7,3% 66 2 0
15000+ TEU 169 171 1,2% 16,4% 28 0 0

fleet size orderbook

Sep-20 Oct-20  +/- Oct-19 Sep-20 Oct-20  +/- Oct-19

1000 TEU GRD Eco $10,7 $11,0 3% $10,8 1000 TEU GRD $2,7 $2,7 0% $4,0
1700 TEU GRD Eco $15,5 $15,8 2% $17,2 1700 TEU GRD $4,5 $4,7 4% $6,8
2200 TEU GRD Eco $18,5 $19,0 3% - 2500 TEU GRD $6,4 $6,5 2% $7,8
2500 TEU GRD Eco $22,5 $23,0 2% - 2800 TEU GL $6,5 $7,0 8% -

3500 TEU GRD (old type) - $14,0 3500 TEU GL $5,6 $6,5 16% $6,8
4700 TEU WB $30,0 $33,0 10% $26,0 4250 TEU PMX $7,0 $10,0 43% $7,9

Container Vessel's Value 
5 year old vessel in mill US$ 15 year old vessel in mill US$ (SS/DD due)
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